Study Plan
School:
Degree:
Course:

School of Sciences and Technology
Master
Landscape Architecture (cód. 253)

1st Year - 1st Semester
Component code
Name
Visual Studies
PAO9163M
Landscape Planning I
PAO9164M
Geographical Information Systems
ERU9165M
Landscape Aesthetics
PAO9166M
Landscape Design I
PAO9167M

1st Year - 2nd Semester
Component code
Name
Landscape Ethic
PAO9168M
Landscape Design II
PAO9169M
Landscape Planning II
PAO9170M
Group of Options
Component code
Name
Contemporaneity and Landscape Architecture
PAO9579M
Rehabilitation of Landscape Heritage
PAO9580M
Discourse and Pratices on the Use of Vegetation in
PAO9581M
Landscape Architecture
PAO9582
Building Systems in Landscape Engineering

Scientific Area Field
Visual Arts

ECTS
3.5

Duration
Semester

Hours
91

Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Rural Engineering

11.5

Semester

299

2.5

Semester

65

Philosophy

2.5

Semester

65

Landscape
Arts
and Techniques

10

Semester

260

Scientific Area Field
Philosophy

ECTS
2.5

Duration
Semester

Hours
65

Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques

10

Semester

260

11.5

Semester

299

Scientific Area Field
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques

ECTS
3.5

Duration
Semester

Hours
91

3.5

Semester

91

3.5

Semester

91

4

Semester

104

Group of Free Options

2nd Year - 3rd Semester
Component code
Name
Seminar in Landscape Architecture
PAO9171M

Scientific Area Field
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
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ECTS
7.5

Duration
Semester

Hours
195
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2nd Year - 3rd Semester
Component code
Name
Group of Options
Component code
Name
Contemporaneity and Landscape Architecture
PAO9579M
Rehabilitation of Landscape Heritage
PAO9580M
Discourse and Pratices on the Use of Vegetation in
Landscape Architecture
PAO9581M
PAO9582
Building Systems in Landscape Engineering

Scientific Area Field
Scientific Area Field
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques
Landscape
Arts
and Techniques

ECTS

Duration

Hours

ECTS
3.5

Duration
Semester

Hours
91

3.5

Semester

91

3.5

Semester

91

4

Semester

104

Group of Free Options
Mandatory alternatives
Component code Name
Dissertation
Internship
Project Work

Scientific Area Field

ECTS

Duration

2nd Year - 4th Semester
Component code Name Scientific Area Field ECTS Duration
Mandatory alternatives
Component code Name Scientific Area Field ECTS Duration
Dissertation
Internship
Project Work

Hours

Hours
Hours

Conditions for obtaining the Degree:
*** TRANSLATE ME: Para aprovação na componente curricular deste Mestrado, é necessário a aprovação (através de avaliação ou creditação) das seguintes unidades curriculares:{\}newline

1.o Semestre{\}newline

- 5 UC Obrigatórias num total de 30 ECTS{\}newline

2.o Semestre{\}newline

- 3 UC Obrigatórias num total de 24 ECTS{\}newline

3.o Semestre{\}newline

- 1 UC Obrigatória num total de 7.5 ECTS{\}newline

Os alunos têm de completar, no 2o e 3o semestre, 10 ECTS em optativas livres e 3.5 ECTS de optativas pertencentes ao Grupo I.{\}newline

{\}newline

Para obtenção do grau é necessário também a aprovação na Dissertação de Mestrado, Trabalho de Projecto ou Relatório de Estágio, com o total de 45ECTS, no 3.o e 4.o Semestre. ***

Program Contents
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Back
Visual Studies (PAO9163M)
Landscape as a theme for introduction to the XIX century
- A passion for nature, the painter as a ”traveler”
- The first-avant-garde.
- The revolution of the Pop Art
-The change of paradigm in the late ’60s.
- Environmental and Land-art works
- New-media
Back
Landscape Planning I (PAO9164M)
The land use planning and management process Planning theories and their evolution Connections between land use and landscape
planning in Portugal
The biophysical component
Legislation, directives, regulations, conventions
The disturbance of the Portuguese territory: present reasons, determinant factors, perspectives
The peculiar role of landscape architects in land use and landscape planning
Mod I Legal and administrative framework International and conceptual framework: the concept of sustainability; the current and
the new paradigm; a program for the future - the ethical domain Integrated policies.
Mod II Effects of agriculture and forestry policies Changes in rural landscapes The role of the agricultural and forestry activities
Mod III The regional economy theory The regional dynamics, reorganization and reformation of local and regional territories The
national system of regional policy and different policies of land use planning EU regional policy
Back
Geographical Information Systems (ERU9165M)
1. The project and the key issues to resolve.
2. Project methodology.
3. Project data.
4. Analysis and discussion of the project results.
5. Project analysis and evaluation.
6. Project presentation and communication
Back
Landscape Aesthetics (PAO9166M)
Aesthetics of Nature - The two unlimited 3rd Kantian Critique: a reflective way ”without end”of the beautiful, the sublime
inform and misshapen. The aesthetic sense as ”free play of faculties”of the subject and the beauty of nature as a promise of
reconciliation. Phenomenology of aesthetic space: the ”image space”(J. Gil) and the ”twist”Visible / Invisible (Merleau-Ponty)
from Cézanne’s to Kurosawa. The dialectic and irreducibility of beautiful natural and artistic beauty (T. Adorno). The beauty of
the landscape as a vital experience. The aesthetics of materiality and experience of the landscape as opposed to artistic aesthetic.
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Back
Landscape Design I (PAO9167M)
Elaboration of a proposal (previous study level) based on the characterization and evaluation of a countryside / peri-urban area
with the objective of enhancement that landscape.
The proposal will take in account functional articulation (cultural and educational) fulfilling the objectives and concepts of:
Conservation of Nature and landscape
- Protected Areas (National Network of Protected Areas), features and benefits;
- Protected Areas in the context of international cooperation (Biosphere Reserves and World Heritage Sites).
Concepts of recreation and leisure landscape
- Impacts of recreational activities in the landscape.
Importance of ”Greenways- Multifunction Green Corridors.
Environmental Impact Assessment
- Concept, law and procedures
Landscape and industry.
- Problems, planning landscape and industries (structures and infrastructure)
Back
Landscape Ethic (PAO9168M)
Cultural traditions and notions of nature and environment.
1. The old cosmos and chaotic harmony between the human microcosm and the cosmic totality. Ethics, aesthetics, law and
natural religion, the pre-Socratics to Lucretius.
2. The medieval Mundus: the sacred, matter and human, from S. Agostinho to Buridan. The limits of ecumenical and imaginary
loci.
3. The modern Universus, from the Renaissance to the nineteenth century; from Utopia to the domain of nature. The emergence
of applied sciences and technical transformation of reality.
4. The contemporary environment: The ecological consequences of technology and emergence of the cyberworld. Global urbanization and the climate change. The contemporary environmental ethics, economic development and sustainability, the possibility of
a new paradigm: from dominance towards respect and responsibility and its limitations. An ethics for the contemporary landscape,
the ethics of contemplation.
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Back
Landscape Design II (PAO9169M)
Design for an open space
Development to the level of project implementation, encompassing drawings and written parts: general plan
modulation of the ground
planimetric-altimetric plan
floor plan
drainage plan
irrigation plan
planting plans
lighting plan
urban equipment
construction details
Descriptive and justification document, specifications of work bill of quantities, budget, maintenance plan, security and health
plan
Will emphasize techniques and methods of intervention in the landscape
modeling of terrain
volume of land calculations
planimetric and altimetric implementation
understanding of local and its context in order to establish a sustainable network of drainage
building materials, properties, applications, suitability
implementation of various strata of vegetation Selection, distribution and planting of appropriate species
design and construction details - terraces, stairs, ramps, walls
proper preparation of a descriptive document, specifications, measurements, budgets
Back
Landscape Planning II (PAO9170M)
Landscape Planning - Case studies (with distinct context and scale) developed by different groups of students. The proposals,
based on predefined aims, will be presented and discussed by all groups, with comments and assessment by the teaching staff.
Module I - The landscape as resource for tourism. Artificial landscape builds by tourism. The view of tourist and landscape visual
consumption.
Module II - Agents and dynamics of urban change. The national urban system. Territorial dynamics. Urban regulations and urban
policies in Portugal, futures perspectives.
Module III - Natural resources significance in the different socioeconomic perspectives. Individual utilities and welfare economy.
Traditional and non-traditional perspectives of evolution. Sustainable economic development and its integration with environment.
Back
Contemporaneity and Landscape Architecture (PAO9579M)
Contextualization in time and space, of speech and practice of landscape architecture.
Theoretical and practical answer that the Landscape Architecture offers to current issues, including:
- Homogenization versus uniqueness
- Landscapes of consumption versus sustainable landscapes; consumption scenery versus enjoyment of the landscape
- Compression of time and space versus evolutionary progression; temporality artificial versus natural temporality
- Individual versus community; private space versus public space; intolerance versus inclusiveness
- Fragmentation versus continuity
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Back
Rehabilitation of Landscape Heritage (PAO9580M)
- The cultural, phenomenological and aesthetics dimension of the landscape features.
- The landscape as cultural representation: the landscapes of production and protection, the symbolic and the pleasure landscape.
Conceptual and typological spaces of landscape with heritage value. These contents will be offered according to the following
themes:
- The Identity dimension of the landscape
- Landscape Heritage dimension (Cultural and Natural)
- Recovery of Landscapes
- Evolution of concepts
- Dangers that threaten the integrity of historic gardens
- Philosophy and methodology of recovery of historic gardens
- Presentation and discussion of case - study.
- National and international legal framework
Back
Discourse and Pratices on the Use of Vegetation in Landscape Architecture (PAO9581M)
The return to an ecological discourse in landscape architecture has determined a new way of planting design theory and practice.
Some authors as Piet Oudolf, de Michel Desvigne, Gille Clément Adriasan Geuze , Michel Courajoud, James Corner as the
landscape design proposed to the landfill of Fresh Kills (James Corner)and to the Governor’s Island, New York.
Back
Seminar in Landscape Architecture (PAO9171M)
New areas of reflection, new interdisciplinary approaches, new interpretations of the landscape and the complex web of relationships
that open up other fields of knowledge.
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